SCULLCAP &
VALERIAN TABLETS

WHERE TO BUY:
You can buy Scullcap & Valerian Tablets and Valerian

The only veterinary herbal medicine
(classification AVM-GSL) licensed
to relieve anxiety, nervousness and
excitability in pets.

Compound from veterinary practices, pet shops
or direct from www.dorwest.com and the
Dorwest Trade Stand at UK championship dog shows.

DOSING INSTRUCTIONS:
Dogs and cats: 1 tablet for every
5kg bodyweight per day, ideally
split morning and night.
When the stressful situation is at
its worst, this dose can be doubled.
For fireworks give the second dose 2
hours before dusk and maintain double
dosing for as long as it is necessary.

Herbal medicines made by Dorwest Herbs have been
accredited a veterinary licence because of their high quality
and purity. Not all herbal treatments are of similar quality.
To find vets and pet shops stocking products from Dorwest
Herbs, please send an email to stockist@dorwest.com.
For help and advice please call our advisors on 

Licensed
to chill!

The herbal way to manage your pet’s
anxiety this firework season

01308 897272 or email advice@dorwest.com
Always speak to your vet if you are concerned

VALERIAN COMPOUND

about the health or wellbeing of your pet.

Contains pure extracts of three herbs
in liquid form, which ensure it acts
within just 30 minutes, making it ideal
as a top-up for especially frightening
or unplanned events.
DOSING INSTRUCTIONS:
Dogs: By mouth or in food – Small
dogs: ¼ tsp Medium dogs: ½ tsp Large
dogs: 1 tsp Giant breeds: 1 - 1½ tsp
Cats: A few drops on bedding and
a further ¼ tsp by mouth or in food
when fireworks are severe, or in other
stressful situations.

“HAPPY CHILLING OUT”
Fireworks usually make my
Bernese, Fizz, sit on the sofa
shaking and whinging or try
to hide under the dining room
table. Last year, thanks to the
Scullcap & Valerian Tablets,
she was quite happy chilling
out on the sofa, even snoring
at one point! She didn’t bat an
eyelid at them! I’m so pleased.
Beth Sayer, UK

Dorwest Herbs Ltd, 
Parkway Farm Business Park,
Poundbury, Dorchester DT1 3AR
01308 897272
w
 ww.dorwest.com

Scullcap & Valerian Tablets are licensed as a medicine by the VMD (Category AVM-GSL).
Valerian Compound is a dietary supplement.
SCULLCAP & VALERIAN TABLETS Active ingredients per tablet: Scullcap, 30mg;
Gentian extract 2:1 24mg; Mistletoe extract 3:1 50mg; Valerian extract 5:1 50mg.
Further information is available on request.
© All rights reserved Dorwest Herbs 2019.

www.dorwest.com

MAKE SURE YOUR PET ISN’T AFRAID OF THE SPARK

Whether it’s 1 month or 1 day before bonfire night, help your pet by following our 3 step advice.
STEP 1: Recognise

STEP 2: Prepare

Recognising anxiety and fear in dogs isn’t always as
straightforward as it appears in cartoons. Look and
listen to your dog, as any one of the following
behaviours can be a signal that they are struggling:

Flattened
ears

Darting
eyes

Tail between
legs

Trying to hide/
cowering

Create a safe place
A pet crate covered with a
heavy blanket, containing treats,
favourite toys and a water bowl
provides a nice hidey hole for a
pet to escape to. Give your pet
time to get used to it and never
force them to go in.

Destructiveness/
toileting indoors

ID check
Make sure your pet’s microchip
details are up to date and they are
wearing a collar with an ID tag, so
that if they escape, they can be
quickly and safely returned.

Excessive lip
licking

Barking/whining
/howling

Desensitise
Consider starting firework
desensitisation programmes now,
to gently get your pet used to
fireworks soundsthem realise that
they have nothing to fear.

Trembling/
shaking

Early recognition
Early intervention
Easier to tackle
Better for your pet

Panting/
salivating

Act normal
Be a good example by remaining
calm yourself. Stay with your
pet to reassure them with your
presence and respond to their
signs of fear with calming words
but avoid excessive cuddling or
being too vocal, as this can
upset pets more.
Keep the noise out
TVs and radios can help provide
some background noise (don’t be
tempted to turn them up above
normal though), make sure
windows are firmly covered and
all external doors are shut.

STEP 3: Advice

(For severe phobias)

1 MONTH TO GO

If your pet has a severe
phobia, they will benefit from
being given Scullcap & Valerian
Tablets on a daily basis now.

Get in touch with the team at Dorwest via our website
www.dorwest.com/licensedtochill
so that we can use our 70 years of herbal expertise to
help develop a personalised calming plan for your pet.
In the case of severe phobias, speaking to a vet is
always recommended.

(For Moderate Phobias)

10 DAYS TO GO
Start giving Scullcap &
Valerian Tablets daily
(split the dose between
AM and PM).

1 DAY TO GO

If necessary double the
dose of Scullcap & Valerian
Tablets (or start giving
now – it’s never too late!)

THE BIG DAY

Keep giving the
Scullcap & Valerian Tablets
at the higher rate with a
dose being given before
dusk. Ensure Valerian
Compound is ready for
top ups, if necessary.

PREPARE TO BE RELAXED ABOUT FIREWORKS
Many pets dislike loud noises with some even developing
debilitating phobias. It doesn’t have to be like that though, so
let us help with our advice and 7 decades of herbal expertise.
HOW HERBAL PRODUCTS CAN HELP YOUR PET
Our veterinary licensed herbal medicine is formulated to
naturally help dogs and cats relax, using high quality,
authenticated herbs, full of active compounds. They safely calm
activity in the nervous system without sedating or affecting
muscles so you and your pet can relax, despite fireworks.

